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Omnitracs
XRS
Simplicity, Affordability, and Mobility — The XRS Difference
The Omnitracs XRS solution is a compliance powerhouse in the palm of the driver’s hand. It operates on mobile devices and
while fully featured, its primary job is to help keep fleets and drivers compliant. Through this platform, fleets and drivers can
use their smartphones and tablets to inexpensively equip their fleets with the applications and data previously affordable only
to the largest carrier fleets.
Omnitracs XRS connects quickly and easily — it’s ‘plug-and-play.’ The palm-sized relay device in the cab connects in minutes
to your truck’s engine. The diagnostic and positioning data is transferred wirelessly via Bluetooth to the driver’s smartphone,
tablet, or rugged hand-held. Then the data is uploaded automatically to our web-based Cloud application for real-time
visibility, exception alerts, and fleet analysis. Life is easier for the driver, and the intelligent information is accurate and
complete for the carrier.

What makes the Omnitracs XRS solution different?
•

10-minute installation with no modifications to the truck

•

Driver application runs on Android Mobile Devices

•

With Omnitracs, the industry pioneer, you can be confident you are working with the most reliable and proven provider
in the industry

Features
•

Electronic Hours of Service: Fully compliant with current
U.S. and Canadian Hours of Service regulations Electronic
Driver Logs

Benefits
•

Improve safety and compliance

•

Reduce paperwork with automated HOS,
IFTA, and DVIR

•

Improve route planning

•

Provide better customer service

•

Drive efficiency and profitability with vehicle
performance monitoring

•

Time Clock: Time tracking for HOS and non-HOS drivers

•

Asset Tracking: Near real-time vehicle location

•

Driver Vehicle Inspection Report (DVIR): Automated,
compliant vehicle inspections

•

International Fuel Tax Agreement: Automated fuel tax
reporting makes IFTA as easy as “Print, Sign, Send”

•

•

Performance Reporting: Capture and analyze vehicle and
driver data

Streamline your operations with customizable
forms

•

Retain your best drivers

•

Driver Scorecards: Rank drivers on speed, MPG, idle, and
safety scores

•

Proof of Delivery: Image, signature, and barcode capture
for capturing delivery information
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HOS Compliance
XRS is fully compliant with current U.S. and Canadian Hours of Service (HOS) regulations. By automating
driver logs, drivers can focus on safe driving and your fleet can reduce risk. Risk associated with inaccurate
paper logs include FMCSA fines, driver accidents, and operational inefficiencies.

Fleetview
Fleetview provides your team with easy access to critical fleet management data. From one screen you can
easily see where your vehicles are, where they were, where they are going, and how many hours they have
available. It provides near real-time status of your trucks, including drivers and sites. You can find assets on
a map and their motion state, with road, aerial, and bird’s eye views with real-time traffic. Fleetview allows
you to locate vehicles near customer sites and see HOS data and action screens for a quick dispatch.
Improved route planning and increased customer satisfaction are some of the many benefits of Fleetview.

Automated Fuel Tax Reporting
IFTA reporting is a major administrative burden for fleets. Accurately collecting all miles driven across state
lines, administrative personnel manually transcribing driver trip reports, and then sending in forms to the
proper state authorities all contribute to this laborious process. Omnitracs XRS provides state-by-state
mileage tracking and online fuel purchase entry, import, and tracking to automate the fuel tax reporting
process (IFTA & IRP). Our system automatically reconciles fuel receipts with miles logged per day and
jurisdiction.

Driver Vehicle Inspection Report
Omnitracs XRS provides a convenient way to record vehicle inspections, eliminating paper reports while
fulfilling the U.S. and Canadian regulatory requirements. Our Driver Vehicle Inspection Report (DVIR)
includes a checklist on your mobile device, enabling real-time reporting while truck issues are documented.
Reduce errors and increase accuracy through our simple mobile interface. Drivers can easily complete
inspections, make comments on defects, review and sign off on repairs, and submit the complete reports
to the host system.
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Smart Forms
Smart Forms allow fleet managers, dispatchers, routers, and safety managers to easily communicate critical
information such as arriving and departing shippers, proof of delivery, incorrect deliveries, and even provide
on-the-spot invoicing. The business needs are nearly endless, and the overall return on investment is significant.
With Smart Forms, issues often associated with free form text or email messages — such as misinterpreting or
losing information — are reduced, or even eliminated.

Other Services
Omnitracs XRS provides a complete portfolio of services to help you meet government regulations and manage
your fleet efficiently. Critical Event Reporting and Trip Management are just a few of the many services offered in
our platform.

Plans that Fit Your Needs
Whether you are looking only to comply with HOS regulation or have more complex fleet management
requirements, we have a plan that fits your needs. With Omnitracs XRS you can pay for just the features you
need, and scale up to a more robust plan at any time.
Functionality

EOBR Plan

Compliance Plan

Performance Plan

Premium Plan

Tracking (Fleetview)

X

X

X

X

Messaging (free form text)

X

X

X

X

Scorecard/Dashboard

X

X

X

X

Web Services

X

X

X

X

Mobile API

X

X

X

X

Electronic Logs (HOS)

X

X

X

X

X

DVIR

X

Performance Reports
Smart Forms & POD

X

X
X

Trip Management

X

Fuel Tax Automation (IFTA)

X

Critical Event Reporting

X
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Getting More from Your Technology Investment
The Omnitracs Alliance Program facilitates integration of Omnitracs solutions with other leading companies that
provide complementary technologies and services. This program taps into the power of integration in order to
best meet the needs of our shared customers.
We offer Omnitracs Professional Services to all sizes of fleets to help you utilize our applications and our partners’
applications in the most efficient way. Our assessment, integration, custom development and programming,
training, business intelligence, and predictive modeling services deliver practical solutions. This critical
information increases your productivity and efficiency, so you can both grow and differentiate your business.
The Omnitracs Services Portal provides access to a suite of web-based fleet management applications, including
satellite mapping. Data from the Services Portal can be integrated into your existing enterprise systems.

About Omnitracs, LLC
Omnitracs, LLC is a global pioneer of trucking solutions for all business models. Omnitracs’ more than 1,000
employees deliver software-as-a-service-based solutions to help more than 12,000 customers manage nearly
1,100,000 assets in more than 70 countries. The company pioneered the use of commercial vehicle telematics over
25 years ago and serves today as a powerhouse of innovative, intuitive technologies. Omnitracs transforms the
transportation industry through technology and insight, featuring best-in-class solutions for compliance, safety and
security, productivity, telematics and tracking, transportation management (TMS), planning and delivery, data and
analytics, and professional services.

Learn how you can use our applications,
platforms, and services to reduce costs,
increase profitability, and stay competitive.
Visit www.omnitracs.com and let us show you
how you can save time and money.

717 N. Harwood Street
Suite 1300
Dallas, Texas 75201
U.S.A.
(800) 348-7227
www.omnitracs.com
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